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A comparative study of the manuscripts of Muqimi's poetry. As 

a result of the political disintegration in Central Asia during the 

18th century, the Bukhara Khanate disintegrated and the 

Kokand Khanate, whose main territories occupied the Fergana 

Valley, was separated, and Central Asia was divided into three 

khanates - Bukhara, Khiva and Kokand.  

The ruler at the head of each khanate sought to 

consolidate the independence of his independent state and to 

intensify his activities for the future. In particular, it was clear 

that special attention should be paid to the development of 

material and spiritual culture of the country.  

In the field of all forms of art, of which culture is an 

integral part, there have been significant shifts and 

developments, and its well-known representatives have 

emerged. During this period, handicrafts developed not only in 

large cities, but also in rural areas. It was during this period that 

the served as a solid foundation for the rise and development of 

the following centuries.  

Hundreds of historical and artistic works and 

translations have been created on the basis of the development 

of science. They are still an invaluable heritage in the treasury 

of our culture. Hundreds of architectural structures of different 

sizes were built and repaired during this period, which testifies 

to the significant development of material culture.  

During this period, the creative people made 

effective use of applied art, painting and fine arts in book and 

calligraphy, and stamped their unique art on hundreds of works. 

It is no exaggeration to say that great achievements have been 

made in literature, especially in the field of poetry.  

The literary environment of Kokand, formed in the 

early 19th century, also played an important role in the cultural 

life of the khanate. A number of representatives of the Kokand 

rulers continued the Timurid tradition and made great efforts to 

develop this field by engaging in science and enlightenment 

themselves.  

In particular, the periods of Umarkhan and 

Muhammad Alikhan differ from the Kokand khans. In 

particular, Akmal Sher, Amir, Bakhikhanto, Gulkhani, Zavqi, 

Zori, Makhmur, Muqimi, Muhtazib, Mushrif, Nasimi, Nizami, 

Khokandi, Nodir, Nozil, Pisandi, Umidi, Furkat, Shukhrat and 

others.  

Amir (Umarkhan Norbotabek oglu (1787-1822)) 

was a poet and ruler of the territory of the Kokand khanate. The 

fact that he founded and sponsored a huge literary school in the 

history of Uzbek literature, which entered the history of Uzbek 

literature under the name "Kokand Literary Environment", is 

his invaluable contribution to our culture. 

Therefore, it is impossible to get a complete picture 

of Uzbek literature in the first half of the XIX century, 
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bypassing its rich literary heritage and multifaceted cultural and 

literary activities.  

Amir Umarkhan gathered more than 70 writers 

around him, laid the foundation of a whole literary 

environment, supported and guided him materially and 

spiritually. This poetic treatise, written for the first time in the 

history of Uzbek literature, contains valuable information about 

more than 100 representatives of the Kokand literary 

environment of the early 19th century.  

Among the representatives of Kokand literature were 

such poets as Gulkhani, Makhmur, Madan, Haziq, who closely 

followed the events of that period, focused on solving the 

problems of life and livelihood, and expressed the aspirations 

of the people. Another important feature of the literary 

environment of Kokand is that during this period the talent of a 

number of well-known and popular Uzbek poets was widely 

developed.  

For example, the works of Dilshod Otin, Zebuniso, 

Mohzoda Begim, Mahzuna, Mushtari, Nodira, Nozuk Khanim, 

Uvaysi are of special importance34. Nodira Mohlaroyim (1792-

1842), one of the greatest and most famous poets of Kokand 

literature, wrote poems under the pseudonyms “Komila” and 

“Mahzuna”.  

Nodira has copied several books and encourages 

poets to write new works. Nodira focuses on the construction of 

markets and rastas, mosques and madrasas, and caravanserais. 

The Mohlaroyim Madrasah and the Dahmai Shahon complex 

were built by Nodira.  

The basis of Nodira's poetry is lyricism. She is a 

singer of love, devotion and fidelity. The poet sings of the 

sorrows of the beautiful and faithful women of the East. One of 

the enlightened representatives of Kokand literature is 

Zebuniso.  

she is a 19th century Uzbek poet. She was born and 

raised in Kokand. The poet complains about the injustice of the 

system in which she lives, describing the tragic fate of women 

of her time, their lawlessness and horrible lives.  

As a result of the effective influence of the Kokand 

literary environment, Muqumi, Furqat, Zavqi and other leading 

literary figures emerged from this country. In general, by the 

middle of the 19th century, in the Central Asian khanates, along 

with literature and historiography, works on mathematics, 

medicine, geography, astronomy, and religion were created.  

In these khanates, the art of miniature and 

calligraphy also has its place. In the cultural life of this period, 

puppetry, puppetry, clowning, especially composition, 

developed. According to Likhachev: “The concept of text 

history covers all issues of the text of a particular work. 

The work is in tune with the poems of the poet 

Hamza, written with the grief of the millennium, which we have 

seen above. It is described as being handed over to the Jews: 

Nima bo’ldi bizam musulmona? 

Uchrodik necha turlik hasrona. 

Jumla millat ichina dumqoldik, 

Ilmsiz, behunar zalilona. 

Ketdi qo’ldin tijorat va savdo, 

G’ayridin armanu yaxidona. 

Jumla a’molimiz muvofiq emas, 

Hukmi sharhu va Qur’ona. 

The author did not ignore the fact that some aspects 

of human behavior do not comply with any rules of etiquette, 

which shows that people have become examples of four-legged 

animals. In his view, such a crowd was the art of madness, 

insanity, or insanity, alienating everyone from the path of 

union, and even ignoring schoolboys. Instead, the poet asked a 

legitimate question: 

Avliyodurmua ahli yovrupa? 

Unga o’zi javob berib: 

Ilm – fan birla uchdi osmona, deydi. 

Vatandoshlarga murojaat etib: 

Onglangiz, hamvatanli qardoshlar, 

Din va dunyokerak har insona 

 

he writes.  

Here, the word religion and the world can be 

understood in a broad sense - morality, religious knowledge, 

etiquette, secular knowledge and worldview, material and 

spiritual heights. The Tashkent poet Tavallo's poem "Vaqt 

g’animat" is a kind of address to awaken Turkestans: 

 

Yetdi endi, otalar! Bid’atni tashlarga vaqt, 

Mone’ bo’lmang, umr ko’rsun, yashasin yoshlarga vaqt. 
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Ber “Sadoyi Farg’ona”din chiqdi, otolar, fahm eting, 

Rahm etub bizlar uchun ko’z kosasin yoshlarga vaqt. 

 

The poem also contains a melody of joy at the 

opportunity given by the publication of "Sadoyi Fergana", the 

swallow of the valley press: 

 

Bir jarida yo’qligidan dilda tug’yon dog’ edi, 

Sin solib tezdan o’qurg’a keldi qardoshlarg’a vaqt. 

She’r davomida shoir xalqqa, 

Ey maxbubon! Ahli urfon, bu umumiy narsadir, 

Ko’p xasislik qoidasi yo’q, yoningiz qoshlaga vaqt. 

Ibrat oling g’ayrlardin, ittifoq aylang bu kun, 

Yo’l bilgonlar bilmagonni endi yo’l boshlarga vaqt. 

Umrni behuda zoe’ etmang, eydin xodimi, 

Millatning holiga bermoq sizga kengashlarga vaqt. 

Millata bu kun fido qildim vujudin xirmanim, 

Men kabi quymoqqa yetdi siz qarindoshlarga vaqt. 

 

Tabrik etmoq vaqtiermasmu, yotursiz tobakay? 

Yordam etmoq yetdi navbat jumla dindoshlarga vaqt, 

 

he asks. He then addressed the appeal to himself: 

 

Ol qalam! Yozg’il alamlar, qo’yma, dilda saqlama, 

Oh, armonda ketarsan, kelsa yonboshlarga vaqt. 

“Fursatim yo’q” deb o’tirma, ey Tavallo, yozaver, 

Xizmat etmoq baribirdir buvatandoshlarga vaqt, 

he asks. 

The poem is written in a simple and beautiful 

expression that does not need commentary. The radii of the 

work are also unique. The poem uses a number of phrases such 

as "tears in the eyes", "stains in the heart", "eyebrows", 

"dreams". The poet appeals to fathers who are perishing their 

children and urges them not to interfere with children's work.  

The poet, who sacrificed the "body of the body" to 

the nation, writes that it is your turn to "burn" my "relatives" 

like me. If we remember the fact that the burden of the 

homeland is borne by the devotees, by those who leave the 

country, the value of this poem of the poet Tavallo will increase.  

The poem "Address to the people of Turkestan" by 

the poet from Tashkent Mirmukhsin Mirhidoyato also contains 

an attempt to awaken the people of Turkestan from the clutches 

of ignorance and ignorance: 

Oching ko’z, ey yoronla, bokay shu holatdaye yotgaybiz, 

Ma’rifsiz jaholat o’rtamizda ittifoq, nekbatda yotgaybiz, 

Kiyib rishvat libosini, qolib bid’atda yotgaybiz. 

Turing Turkiston ahli, tobaqay g’aflatda yotgaybiz, 

Ochilmay matlabimizning guli, hasratda yotgaybiz. 

The last two verses of the poem are repeated in later 

parts of the work, and this helps to reveal the main content of 

the poem: 

Bo’lingiz ittifoq, bas, adovatlarni tashlangiz, 

Tafakkurla boqib ahvoligizga, ko’zni yoshlangiz. 

Yo’qolsin beilmlik, ko’ngilni ilma boshlangiz. 

 

So, according to Mirmukhsin Mirhidoyatov, to be a 

man, to achieve development is to be an alliance, to think and 

to learn. The poet burns in the state of schools that have not yet 

begun to reform, despite the change of time, sharply criticizes 

the ignorant, insane people who do not know the value of the 

Motherland, sell their property and lives cheaply as collateral 

and lose their property. That's why he addresses the people with 

the same heart: 

Qilaylik o’zgadek biz ham ma’rifat bog’ida javlon, 

O’shal dorilfununlardan hukumat berdi keng maydon. 

O’qib topmak tariqi bizga lozimdur to boricha jon, 

Yemak – ichmak uchun dunyoga keldimki oyo ahvon, 

Turing, Turkiston ahli tobaqay g’aflatda yotibsiz, 

Ochilmay maktabimizning guli, hasratda yotibsiz. 
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